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The LX39 Latent Fingerprint Matcher 

J.H. Wegstein and J.F. Rafferty 

A procedure is described for automatically 
determining if a latent scene-of-crime finger
print matches an inked, rolled file fingerprint. 
The procedure uses the x and y coordinates and 
the individual directions of the minutiae (ridge 
endin9s and bifurcations). The identity of the 
latent print with a print on file is indicated 
by a high score resulting from computations based 
on differences in angle and coordinate values of 
minutiae that are found in going from one of the 
fingerprints to the other. 

Key words: Automated-fingerprint
identification, pattern 
recognition 

1. Introduction 

An average rolled fingerprint impression exhibits about eighty ridge 
endings and forks or bifurcations in its ridge pattern. By comparing the 
data representing these minutiae, a computer can determine whether or not 
two fingerprint impressions came from the same finger. Figure 1 shows· 
how the x and y coordinates and the direction 8 are defined for a minutia. 
If the areas marked A are ridges then the minutia is a ridge ending, but 
if the areas marked B are ridges the pattern is a bifurcation. Since a 
ridge ending in one print may appear as a bifurcation in another print 
from the same finger, no distinction is made between ridge endings and 
bifurcations in recording data. 

A portion of a fingerprint along with a plot of the corresponding 
minutiae are shown in Figure 2. The minutiae data are read automatically 
from the rolled impressions on fingerprint cards and in addition, the 
reader also produces ridge direction data at equally spaced grid-points· 
over the entire print. In a fully automated identification system, this 
ridge-direction data is utilized in finding the core or "center" of a 
print as well as the angle through which the print should be rotated. l 
This registration information is used to translate and rotate the 
minutia data into a standard position. The ridge-direction data in the' 
neighborhood of each minutia is also used to make slight corrections to 
the angle e of that minutia. Those registered minutiae within a certain 
distance of the center are then sorted into a descending order ony and 
this data may then be placed in a file or used to search against minutia 
data in a previously established file. 

While the high speed M402 and M41 matchers can compare d~ta and 
identify rolled fingerprints, a different. technique is used for 



identifying latent fingerprints found at the scene of a crime. Latent 
prints often produce only a portion of a fingerprint with correspond
ingly fewer minutiae than can be read from rolled fingerprints. Some 
typical latent fingerpl'ints along with the·ir mates from fingerprint 
cards are shown in Figure 3. 

Because of their poor quality) latent fingerprint minutiae are 
read by a fingerprint expert using a semi-automated reader.3 The semi
automatically read minutiae data from latent prints are then compared 
with the automatically read data from rolled prints by a special matcher 
that is slower and more elaborate than the high-speed rolled print 
matchers. It is often impossible to tell which of the ten fingers pro
duced 3 latent print. Consequently, the search process is further de
layed because the latent search print data must be compared with the 
data from several of the rolled prints on each file card. 

The previously reported M40 matcher can be characterized as a 
two-stage matcher whose softwal"e Ifer'sion requires about 20ms to match 
a pair of prints and whose hardwired Version matches a pair of prints in 
less than a millisecond. On the other hand, the LX39 latent print 
matcher descY'ibed here is a seven stage matcher requiring about lOOms 
to match a pair of prints in its software version. This matcher in
cludes a number of parameters that limit its time requirements at a 
slight risk of missing a match. 

2. Selecting Minutiae - Stage I 

Figure 4 shows a latent search pI"int and its mating file print 
along with a ten-times enlarged plot of its manually-read minut,iae """7< 
superimposed on a portion of the machine-read minutiae --0 from the 
inked file print. Note that there are the usual false and missing 
minutiae. 

In stage I, a box of parameter-determined size is centered on each 
of the search minutia and the enclosed file minutiae are tabulated in 
an array, JT, as shown in Table I. The angle of each of these tabulated 
file minutia must not differ from the angle of the corresponding search 
minutia by more than a parameter-determined limit (angles are measured 
in degrees and distance is measured in units of one-tenth millimeter). 
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Search 
Min. File Minutiae 

I LM LI JTI JT2 JT3 JT4 JT5 JT6 

3 3 8 12 15 0 0 0 

2 6 '! 5 6 7 9 11 16 

3 2 4 13 14 0 0 0 0 

4 4 6 11 17 18 19 0 0 

5 6 7 9 11 16 17 18 '19 

6 4 2 13 26 27 29 0 0 

7 4 5 26 27 29 31 0 0 

8 6 8 24 26 27 30 32 33 

9 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 6 0 26 27 30 32 33 34 

Table l. 

For example, the box around search minutia 2 in Figure 4 ~n~loses file 
minutiae 5,6,,7,9,11,16 as indicated above. A parameter 11m,ts the number 
of file minutiae entered in the JT table to the first six found in the 
box and ignores 18 and 200 Column LM indicates the number of entries 
in each rowo Column LI orders the rows in ascending order according to 
column LM. That is, the first value, .LI=3, indicates that for 1=3, 
LM3=2 is the lowest value in column LM (zero excluded). The next 
value, LI=l indicates that LM1=3 is next lowest, and so on. 

3. Trial Pair Selections - Stage II 

The matcher next seeks pairs of search minutiae that coincide with 
pairs of file minutiae. The method of computing the score for a pair
fit is shown in Figure 5. OG,OH,OI, and OJ must each be less than an 
appropriate parameter. Then a large score, MS, indicates that the two 
pairs of minutiae fit each other well. 

Following the order indicated by column LI in Table 1, search 
minutia IA=3 is first placed on file minutia JA=13. The matcher then 
'tries to place search minutia IB=l, being the next item in column LI, 
on file minutia JB=8 or 12 or 15. Failing this, it will try to put 
minutia IB=4 on JB=l1. After a very few of these failures., as deter
mined by a parameter, 'the matcher will return and place search minutia 
IA=3 on file minutia JA=14 followed by placing IB=l on8, 12, and 15 
where the first fit occurs. The fits are rec6rded in Table 2. This 
procedure continues, but the table length is limited by the trial 
terminating parameters. . 
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M r~IA MJA ~lIB MJB 

1 3 14 1 15 
2 3 14 4 19 
3 6 26 8 27 
4 7 26 10 33 
5 7 27 8 30 
6 7 27 10 32 
7 2 7 5 9 
8 8 24 10 30 
9 8 27 10 33 

Table 2. 

Search minutia MIA=3 sitting on file minutia MJA=14 agrees with search 
minutia MIB=l sitting on file minutia MJB=15 as can be seen ih Figure 4. 
3 on 14 also would agree with 4 on 19. Table 2 indicates that 8 might 
sit on 24, 27, or 30 and this inconsistency is resolved by further 
computati on. 

4. Pair Ordering - Stage III 

All of the pairs in Table 2 are arranged in descending order ac
cording to the number of times, NJJ~ that a pair occurs. Duplicates 
are eliminated. Each pair now appears as NIA-NJA along with its NJJ in 
Table 3. 

N 
V 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

NIA NJA 

It 3 14 
• 8 27. 
·10 33 

7 27 
• 1 15 

4 19 
6 26 

• 7 
26 

8 30 
10 32 

2 7 
5 9 
8 24 

10 30 

NJJ JS 

2 291 
2 297 
2 374 
2 0 
1 290 
1 229 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

NQ 

M...;;..l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

-1 -1 16 -1 19 26 - 1 22 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 13 -1 28 -1 11 19 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
16 13 -1 -1 23 14 18 18 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-1-1-1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 15 20 -1 -1 -1 -1 
19 28 23 -1 -1 -1 21 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 -114 - 1 -1 -1 -1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 11 18 -1 21 - 1 -1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 19 18 -1 25 16 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 -115 0 0 0 o -1 -1 0 0 o· 0 
-1 - 1 -1 20 0 0 0 0-1 -1 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1-1-1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1-1-1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3. 
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The number of entries in Table 3 is limited by parameter to 30 thereby 
setting a limit on tI,e computation time required. 

In these tables, the correct mating minutiae are marked with dots 
to foll ow thei r behavi or in the course of the mat.chi ng process. It has 
been found in experimental searches that the true mating minutiae tend 
to float or rise to the top of Table 3. In actual practice the NJJ 
values are usually higher than those in the example shown here. 

S. Verification of Pairs- Stage IV 

Each of the first six pairs of minutiae in Table 3 that has a 
NJJ>l is compared with the rest of the entries in the table using the 
procedure described in Figure 5. The resulting MS score is entered as 
NQm,n and NQn,m in the array shown in Table 3. Ho computation is 
allowed if the NIAls or NJAls are the same. The -lis indicate that the 
computation failed to produce a match or that no computation is allowed. 
Zeros indicate that no computation was made. 

From the NQ array it may be seen that pair 3 on 14 produces an MS 
score of 16 when tested with pair 10 on 33. A score of 19 occurs with 
pair 1 on 15 and so on. It can be seen from Table 3 that the true 
mating minutiae tend to produce the most scores along the appropriate 
rows of the NQ array. 

6. The IS Score 

The LX39 matcher computes two scores, IS and RS. Either or pref
erably both of these scores can be used in a latent print search. The 
IS score is obtained by examining each of thefirstsix rows in the NQ 
array except for those rows where NJJ<l. Each row is scanned from left 
to right. Whenever a positive number-is encountered, all of the other 
positive numbers in that column are added together. The total of these 
sums, JS, is the score for that row. For example, in row one, 16 pro
rluces a sum of 13 + 23 + 14 + 18 + 18 = 86; 19 produces ~ sum of 97; 
26 produces 30; and 22 produces 78. Then JS = 86 + 97 + 30 + 78 = 291. 
The JS scores for the different rows are shown in Table 3. The highest 
of these JS scores, IS = 374 is one of the final scores for the finger
print match. 

7. Relocation of Search Print Center Point - Stage V 

The pairs of mating minutiae named by the matrix row that produced 
the IS score are used to locate a new center point for the search 
minutiae data. In Table 3, the third row names pairs 1, 2, 5,6, 7,8. 

To develop the formulas for this procedure it must be noted that 
prior to being placed in file, the file data were registered so that the 
core or center point of the finger print was at a standard location 
cx,cy~ Therefore this point can be located relative to any file 
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minutia F with datum XF,YF,8F. In Figure 6, the point cX,cy can be 
located relative to F using angle ¢ and distance R where ¢ = 8F - AF. 

If a search minutia S is supposed to lie on the file minutia F 
then a search print center xc,yc can be located relative to S using 
its datum, XS,YS,8S along with Rand ¢ as shown in Figure 6. Accordin
ly, each of the mating minutiae pairs named for getting IS is used to 
compute a point xC,yc. The resulting xc,yc points are in a small 
cluster and the center of this cluster (xx,yy), is taken as the new 
center point for the search minutiae. The angle, ~, through which the 
search minutiae must be rotated is the mean value of ~8 where 
~8 = 8F - 8S corresponding to each of the mating pairs of minutiae 
that were selected earlier. 

8. Re-registration of Search ~~inutiae - Stage VI 

The set of all search minutiae which had been centered at the 
standard location cX,cy are translated so that the point xX,yy is now 
at cX,cy and at the same time, the set is rotated through the angle N. 

9. The RS Score - Stage VII 

Once again considering the search minutiae to be superimposed on 
the file minutiae, a small parameter-determined box is centered on each 
search minutia. Any file minutia falling in this box with an angle that 
differs by only a small amount, determined by a n~rameter, from the 
search minutia angle is paired with the search minutia for determining 
the final matching score: RS. In the example used earlier, six mating 
pairs of minutiae emerge as shown in Figure 7. 

M Search File 

1 1 15 
2 2 16 
3 3 14 
4 7 26 
5 8 27 
.6. 10 33 

Table 4. 

Note that one pair, 2 on 16, had not been· used in previous stages of the 
matching process. The minutiae data of each of these pairs is used to 
compute a score, FRS, where: 

FRS = constant - Ixs - XFI - IYS - YFI - 18S - SFI 

The fi na 1 score, RS, equals the summa ti on of these FRS scores. 
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10. Testing the Matcher 

In order to test the performance of the LX39 matcher, 50 latent 
fingerprints including the four shown in Figures 3 and 4 were read 
with a semi-automated reader by latent fingerprint experts. These 
prints were then searched against a file of fifty fingerprint cards 
where each card was known to contain a print corresponding to one of 
the latent prints. (For convenience, a search print was given the same 
identification number as the file card containing its mating print.) 
The minutiae data::"om eight fingers of each card (little fingers 
excluded) were read by a fully automatic minutiae reader. 4 

Because it was originally impossible to tell which of the ten 
fingers produced the latent prints, each latent print was compared 
with all eight fingerprints from each card in the file. That is, the 
LX39 matcher compared each search print with 400 file prints. For each 
search print, the highest and second highest RS scores were determined 
along with their appropriate card and finger identifications. The 
highest and next highest IS scores with their card and finger identifi
cations were also determined. When each search print was being compared 
with the eight prints of a given file card, the sum of the eight RS 
scores, RST, was also computed and the sum of the IS scores, 1ST, was 
also computed. For each file search, the highest RST score with its 
card identification and the highest 1ST score with its card identifi
cation were then determined. The resulting card numbers and scores are 
tabulated on page 15.. In this table, the matcher has produced six file 
card numbers for each search print. The search print is considered to 
be identified if any of these six numbers agrees with the number of the 
search print. 

11. Experimental Results 

The II hits II ar~ marked by dots on page 15 and the 42 lIidentified ll 

latents are marked with an X. Latent print number 12 (finger 9) shown 
in Figure 4 failed to achieve any of the highest RS scores, but it did 
get the highest IS score (374) as well as the highest 1ST score (488). 
Latents 23 and 54 shown in Figure 3 were identified (see page 15). 
Latent 20 failed to be identified in spite of the fact that matching 
minutiae from its true file mate were at the top of the NQ array during 
stage III of that comparison. 

In this test there were five cases where the right card was hit by 
the wrong finger. In three of these cases the right finger was also 
hit by an even higher score as is shown in Table 5. 
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Latent File 
Case Finger Type Finger Type Score 
1 4-3 U 4-4 U IS=14l8, RS=133 
2 22-2 W 22-3 W IS=484 -' 
3 3~~3 U 38-3 U RS=208~ IS=1538 

38-3 U 38-4 W RS=143 
4 70-2 W 70-2 W RS=157, IS=850 

70-2 W 70-9 W RS=103 
5 88-8 W 88-8 W RS=23l, 1S=1588 

88-8 W 88-6 t·J RS=168, IS=1458 

Table 5 

In another experiment with the same prints where the minutiae data 
were read with a different semi-automated reader, there were seven of 
these cases of correct cards hit with wrong fingers. In these cases 
the contributing minutiae were examined on the fingerprints and were 
indeed found to match each other. This suggests that there is a 
tendancy for two or more fingers from the same person to have similar 
minutiae patterns. It would be interesting to compare minutiae 
patterns from the right hand with reflected patterns from the left 
hand where the ridge patterns are already known to often be similar. 
This experiment also suggests that latent examiners seeking to', verify 
a hit should compare the latent print with other prints frorn~the same 
card when a file print that was IIhitll by a search fails to agree with 
the latent print. 

12. Conc 1 us i on 

The LX39 fingerprint matcher appears to be capable of making 
latent fingerprint identifications in a practical latent search system. 
The software version of the matcher requires about 100 ms to compare 
a pair of prints 9 'and consequently a large file might require a 
hardware version of this matcher. The small number of prints tested 
here are not sufficient to predict the performance on a large file or 
to indicate hoVi many retrieved cards for each search print must be 
examined by an expert to confirm identification. 

The authors are indebted to R.M. Stock of the FBI for advice 
and ass i stance and to I. R. Futrell and J. E. Ridgely of the FBI for 
reading the latent print data. The work was financially supported 
by the FBI. The authors also appreciate the assistance of Masatada 
Seta of the National Police Bureau of Japan who was a guest worker at 
NBS for a year. 
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Figure 5. Matching Pairs of Minutiae 

cX,cy 

JJYF 

:DXF 

File Minutia 

Search Minutia 

OG=loT-oul 

oH=los-OFI 

o1=lou-OAI OJ=IOT~OAI 

O~=Lesser of 01 and OJ 

OW=Greater of 01 and OJ 

Score: MS=eonstant-DH-D~-OW 

DXF = ex - XF 
OYF = CY - YF 
R = JOXF 2 + DYF 2 

DYF 
AF = arctan OXF 
4J == 8F - AF 

AS = 8S - ¢ 
OXS :. R cos AS 
OYS = R sin AS 

XC = XS + OXS 
YC = YS + OYS 

08 = SF - as 

Figure 6. Locating a New Search Minutiae Center 
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